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Leo Vegoda
IANA RFP

- 48 FNOI responses received
- The US DoC NTIA will publish an RFP for the IANA Functions
- Guestimates
  - RFP expected in mid-October
  - NTIA decision potentially late-December or early-January
We’ve converted the documentation for our core processes to a single standard format
- We’ve reviewed our KPIs
- We’re setting new performance targets
Root zone automation

The new web interface to root zone management was launched in August.

100% of TLD operators now have credentials for the system.
Cooperating with the RIRs

• IANA & RIRs are working on clarifying the process for IPv6 allocation requests
• Meaning of “reserved” in IPv6 sparse allocation context
• Key goals include
  • Automation
  • Transparency
Other good stuff

- Achieved SysTrust accreditation for DNSSEC
- Met & exceeded the SLA target for protocol parameter assignments for IETF
- MCAST.NET delegated to new nameservers & DNSSEC signed
Thank you!
Questions?